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AbstncL (Fe4i)E’d multilayered films with different layer thickness have k e n  
oblained by RF sputtering. When the thickness of the Pd layers is k e d .  the specific 
saluration magnetimtion M, of films inercases with dccrcase in lhe thickness of Fe-Si 
layers. l h i s  result is mused by the polariration effecl of Pd atoms. On “lying lhe 
thickness dp of the Pd layers, with a ked Fe-% layer thicknes, il iF found that for Pd 
layen thinner than 36 A the polarization effect of Pd is reduced and even disappears 
at dp = 18 A: lhen magnetic mupling between lhe magnetic layers appean on funher 
decrease in d,. 

1. Introduction 

Recently, interest in Pd in the study of multilayered structures has increased strongly. 
Many experiments have shown that magnetization enhancement exists in multilayered 
films consisting of magnetic layers and Pd metal layers [l-31. This enhancement is 
induced by the polarization effect of Pd atoms. A free Pd atom is non-magnetic. 
However, the intra-atomic exchange interactions between 4d electrons are important, 
and an enhanced magnetic susceptibility of the Pd metal can result. Additional 
ferromagnetism can be induced in Pd layers by the magnetic atoms through the 
conductive electrons. This is a kind of mm- l ike  exchange interaction. Recently, 
experimental and theoretical results showed that for some normally non-magnetic 
transition metals, such as Rh or Pd, the onset of ferromagnetism can occur for 
expanded volumes, and their magnetic moments increase with increasing volume with 
an infinite slope [3-51. In Fe/€’d/Fe trilayers 13, 51, the laterally stretched Pd spacer 
had ferromagnetic order throughout the whole Pd layer when the thickness of the 
Pd layer was four monolayers. In this case, Pd couples Fe layers strongly in a 
ferromagnetic manner. 

When the non-magnetic layers in the multilayered films are sulficiently thin, 
magnetic coupling between magnetic layers begins to occur. It was found that 
ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic coupling can exist between magnetic layers 
separated by Cu, Cr, Pd or Ru layers, and an oscillatory interlayer coupling was 
found with a variation in the thickness of non-magnetic layers [6, 71. Some theoretical 
attempa have been made to identify the origin of this coupling [8, 91. When the 
interlayer coupling changes, the magnetization orientation in adjacent magnetic layers 
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will change from parallel to antiparallel, or the reverse. Investigation of the magnetic 
coupling between magnetic layers is also important in the study of multilayered films. 
In this work, we used magnetic measurements to study the polarization effect of Pd 
and the coupling between magnetic layers in (FeSi)/F'd multilayered films. FeSi 
alloy can be easily fabricated in the amorphous state, making it easier to match it 
with nonmagnetic layers in the multilayered structures, and F e S i  amorphous alloy 
has been extensively studied [IO-121. One can use this multilayered structure to 
investigate the magnetic interactions between F e S i  amorphous alloy and Pd metal 
layers. Many studies of the multilayered films consisting of Pd and transition metals 
have been reported, but few deal with multilayered films consisting of Pd layers and 
amorphous magnetic layers. 

2. Ekperimental details 

Specimens were prepared with a RF sputtering system that consists of two targets. 
The targets were discs made of F e S i  alloy and Pd. The distance between the target 
and substrate holder, each of which was water cooled, was about 4 cm. The RF 
input power was about 180 W. After the chamber had been evacuated to a high 
vacuum of about 2 x n r r ,  Ar gas 99.999% pure was introduced. During the 
sputtering process, the Ar charging pressure in the chamber was kept at 5 x  'brr. 
The substrates were glass slides of 0.2 mm thickness. Single-layer R-Si films with 
soft magnetic properties were obtained with this system. The composition of the 
F e S i  films determined by electron microprobe analysis was Fe,.5Si,,,5. This is the 
lower limit of the composition where the amorphous nature can be observed [lo]. 
(FeSi)Pd multilayered films with different modulation wavelengths were made by 
sputtering F e 4  and Pd on the substrate alternately and controlling the sputtering 
time according to the deposition rates. The rates were 0.85 .& s-' and 2.83 8, s-' 
for F e S i  and Pd, respectively. WO series of samples were obtained with this system. 
Their thicknesses are shown in table 1. The total number of bilayers was 40 for 
all samples. X-ray diffraction measurements showed that crystalline peaks were not 
found for single-layer FeSi films nor for the second series of (FeSi)/Pd samples 
~ t h  Pfl t h h ~ e y  thin 5 8. .Ry &e first ~ r i e . 5  of ~yp1e.a 2nd the sernnrl 
series with thicker Pd layers, x-ray diffraction showed that only a small broadened 
Pd(ll1) diffraction peak could be seen, but no crystalline peak could be found for 
F e S i  layers. So F e 4  layers in all samples are in an amorphous state, and Pd layers 
are in a microcrystalline state or perhaps an amorphous state for some samples with 
thinner Pd layers. 

lsble L 
(FeSi)/F'd multilayered films. 

Fe-Si layer thicknesses d ,  and Pd layer thicknesses d ,  for two series of 

Selies 1 d ,  (A) 7.5 I5 21 30.6 40 48.5 SI 89.3 120 

Series 2 d ,  (A) 10.8 14.4 18 25.2 36 54 72 I26 
(fixed d ,  = 54 A) 
( k e d  d ,  = IS A) 

The magnetic properties of (FeSi)/Pd films have been measured with a 
microprocessor controlling a vibrating-sample magnetometer. The specimens used 
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in the measurements had an area of 5mm x 8 mm. The applied magnetic field was 
in the plane Of the films. The temperature dependences of the magnetic properties 
of samples were measured using two different systems. A Dewar cryostat was used 
for the low-temperature region from TI to 300 K with the temperature varied at a 
rate of about 7 K min-l, and an wen  was used for the high-temperature region from 
mom temperature to 900 K with the temperature varied at a rate of about 12 K 
min-I. The sample in the oven was in a vacuum of lbrr in order to protect the 
sample against oxidation. The magnetic background signals of the substrate and the 
sample holder were mnsidered. Their influences were small to negligible except for 
the samples with a weak magnetic signal. 

3. Results and discussion 

The temperature dependences of the specific saturation magnetization M, for the 
fist series of samples were measured in the temperature region from 77 to 700 K 
The applied magnetic field used in the measurements was 500 Oe, which was high 
enough to saturate magnetically all samples because of their low coercive forces as 
shown from the typical loops in figure 1. The loop in figure l(d) was obtained at 
77 K; the others were obtained at room temperature. Figure l(a) is a loop with a 
maximum coercive force at room temperature in our measurements; it indicates that 
the applied field used here was high enough to make samples saturate. Figure 2 
shows some typical M ,  versus T curves obtained from the first series of samples. 
The broken lines below 77 K are obtained by extrapolating curves according to the 
Bloch T3/* law. The experiments showed that the temperature dependence of the 
saturation magnetization at low temperatures for the multilayered films obeys this 
law [13, 141. We do not show other M, versus T curves because they are so close to 
each other. Figure 3 shows the M ,  versus T curves obtained from the second series 
of samples. The measurement conditions were the same as those used in figure 2. 

Curves A and B in figure 4 show the dependences of M ,  at 0 K and room 
temperature, respectively, on the thickness d, of FeSi layers obtained from figure 2. 
The full circles in figure 4 are the experimental data. One can see from figure 4 
that M ,  increases monotonically with decreasing d, and is always larger than that of 
single-layer F e s i  films (see figure 5). The reason for the increase in M, for (Fe- 
Si)/Pd films is the polarization effect of Pd atoms, as indicated in many experiments 
[l-31. When d, decreases, the influence of the Pd polarization effect increases 
relatively; so the average ill, of the samples increases too. One can assume that 
the magnetic enhancement of a multilayered film caused by the polarization of Pd 
atoms is equivalent to an increment Ad of the FeSi layer thickness. Then a relation 
between M ,  and d, can be obtained as follows: 

W d , )  = M,(Co)(l+ A d / d * )  (1) 

where M,(m) and M,(d,) are the specific saturation magnetizations of amorphous 
F e S i  bulk alloy and (Fe-Si)Pd films with a thickness d, of the F e S i  layers. The 
results fitted according to equation (1) are shown by the full curves A and B in 
figure 4, where the data used for the fit are as follows: Ms(03)  = 196 emu g-I and 
Ad = 6.3 A at 0 K; M,(m) = 173 emu g-' and Ad = 2.7 8, at room temperature. 

The polarization effect of Pd atoms occurs mainly at the interfaces. Fe atoms 
at the interfaces induce neighbouring Pd atoms to polarize through the conductive 
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Figure 1. 7Lpical loops of (Fe-Si)/Pd multilayered 
films ( d ,  = 15 A): (a) dp = 10.8 A, mom 
temperature; (b) d ,  = 18 4 m m  temperature; 
(c) d ,  = 126 A, mom tempemure; ( d )  d ,  = 36 A, 
17 K 

Figure 2. Specific sturalion magnetizalion M ,  
versus temperature T for (FeSi)/Pd multilayered 
films. The data on the C U N ~ S  indicate the Fe-Si 
layer thickness d ,  (Pd layer lhickners d ,  = 54 A). 

r IKI 

Figure 3. Specific stumlion magnelization 
M ,  versus temperature T.  The data on the 
N W ~ S  indicate lhe Pd layer thickness dp (Fe- 
Si layer thickness d ,  = 15 A). 

a 

electrons via the intra-atomic exchange interactions between the band electrons of Pd 
atoms. So an additional magnetic moment results. There is a range of concentrations 
of Fe atoms at the interfaces because of atomic interdiffusion during the sputtering 
process. The transition temperature Tc of Pd polarization must be distributed over 
a wide range because Tc is very sensitive to the concentration [U]. This causes 
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M, to decrease rapidly with increasing temperature at low temperatures as shown in 
figure 2, especially for the samples with thinner F e 4  layers. At high temperatures, 
the atomic interdiffusion becomes important, and the alloying process destroys the 
multilayered structure. The Curie temperature of FbPdSi  alloys is lower than that 
of F e 4  alloys; so the magnetic properties of Fe-Si alloys at high temperatures cannot 
be detected in figures 2 and 3. Figure 5 plots the temperature dependences of M, 
for a single-layer R S i  film (d, = 1800 A) and for a multilayered (FeSi)/Pd film 
with the thickest F e S i  layers of 120 8, (d, = 54 A). In this case, the characteristics 
of remnant =-Si layers are exposed. For the single-layer F e 4  film, a crystallizing 
transition at around T = 500 K and a phase transition of crystalline Fesi  alloy at 
around T = 660 K can be seen 1161. For (Fe-Si)/Pd films, one can see two transition 
points on the M, versus T curve. At T = 630 K, the alloying process of Fe, Si and 
Pd is no longer important. ?he magnetic properties of remnant RSi layers begin to 
appear. Ms for remnant RSi layers decreases more slowly than that of Fe-Pd-Si 
alloys, as can be seen from the curves for T 2 630 K So the phase transition of the 
crystalline Fe-Si alloy at around T = 660 K can also be seen in this case. One can 
see from figures 2 and 3 that the Curie temperatures Tc of Fe-PdSi alloys range 
from 530 to 670 IC The thinner the F e S i  layers, the lower is Tr because of the 
higher Pd content in the F e P d S i  alloys. 

Figure 4 Dependences ot  Ma on d ,  obtained Figure 5. Specific saturation magnetization M ,  
from extrapolating the value of M, IO 0 K (cuwe versus temperature T tor a single-layer Fe-Si film 
A) and oblained at mom temperature (curve B): (1800 A thickness) and an (FeSi)/Pd multilayered 
-, ASUIIS from the fitting according to equation film with d ,  = 120 A and d - 54 A. ?he arrows 

(1). on the CUNCS indicate the transttion temperatures. 

Curves A and B in figure 6 show the dependences of M ,  at 0 K and rmm 
temperature on the thickness d, of Pd layers obtained from figure 3. When d, is 
smaller than 36 .&, M, decreases rapidly with decreasing d, and reaches a minimum 
at d, = 18 k As d, decreases further, M ,  increases sharply. It seems that the 
polarization effect of Pd atoms decreases with decreasing dp from d ,  = 36 8, and 
disappears when d, = 18 8, When the polarization effect of Pd atoms disappears, i.e. 
when the magnetic interactions between Pd and Fe atoms at the interfaces disappear, 
a dead layer can be formed at the interfaces of Fe-Si layers, as occurs in such 

Q Y .  
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multilayers as (Fe-Si)Bi [16], Ni/Cu 1171 and Fe/Bi [18]. In order to understand the 
reduction in magnetization, the conversion electron Mossbauer spectra of the samples 
were recorded at room temperature. Figure 7 shows three of these spectra, in which 
the full curves are the theoretical fits (a more detailed conversion electron Mossbauer 
spectrascopy analysis for all samples will be. published elsewhere). Figure 7(0) is a 
spectrum of a single-layer F e 4  film for comparison; this is a typical amorphous 
spectrum with broadened lines. When d, > 36 A, the shape of spectra for ( F e  
Si)/Pd films is similar to that in figure 7(a). When d, = 18 tf, a strong paramagnetic 
component in the spectrum appears, as shown in figure 7(b). It is similar to the case 
Observed for (FeSi)/Si films with thinner F e S i  layers 1161. This paramagnetic part of 
the spectrum originates from the nonmagnetic part of the interfaces of multilayers, 
ie. the dead layers. 

-$: : \ f , ,  E , B ~ ,  ,I 
2 180 

140 

1W 

s 

Figure 6. Dependences of M, on d ,  obtained from 
0 20 LO 60 80 100 120 extrapolating the value of M ,  to 0 K (curve A) and 

obtained at m m  Iemperature (curve B). dp lbl 

The thickness d, of the effective dead layers can he determined from the following 
equation 1171: 

where d, = 15 8, Using the results of fitting M,(m) in figure 4, and the experimental 
value of M,(d,) at d ,  = 18 A, d, can be obtained: d, = 5.9 A at 0 K and 
d ,  = 7.8 8, at rmm temperature. In the study on (FeSi)/Si multilayered films we 
found 1161 that the thickness of a dead layer in (FeSi)/Si films is 5.8 at 0 K, 
and 8.1 A at room temperature. The results obtained from the two cases are almost 
the same. The reason that the polarization effect of Pd atoms disappears is unclear 
as yet. It is perhaps related to a change in microstructure of Pd layers such as a 
transition from the crystalline to the amorphous state. 

M ,  increases rapidly. One can 
see from figure 3 that, when d, < 18 A, the shapes of the M ,  versus T curves 
below rmm temperature are quite different from those for d, > 18 A. The curves 
at low temperatures are much flatter than those for d, > 18 8, This implies that 
the enhancement mechanism of M, at small d, is different from that at larger dp, 
ie. the polarization of Pd atoms will perhaps not be dominant at small d,. In t h s  
case, exchange coupling between F e 4  layers appears. It was considered that the 

When d, decreases further from d, = 18 
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Figure 7. Conversion eleclmn Mosrbauer spectra a1 
mom temperature for (a) a single-layer Fe-Si film 
(thickness, 18W A), (b) an (FeSi)/Pd film with a 

- 6  - L  - 2  0 2 6 Pd layer lhicknes d ,  = 18 A (dm = 15 A) and c) 
an (FeSi)/Pd film with d ,  = 10.8 A ( d ,  = 15 1). Y 1" 5-71 

Fe atoms which diffused into the Pd layers are responsible for this coupling. This 
is similar to what happens in the (Fe-Si)/Si multilayered films [16]. When the Pd 
layers are sufficiently thin, the Fe atoms which diffused into the Pd layers from the 
F e 4  layers of both sides of the Pd layers intermix. The paramagnetic Fe atoms 
residing in the dead layers at the interfaces magnetically interact through the Fe 
atoms in the Pd layers [19]. This reduces the number of paramagnetic Fe atoms 
at the interfaces. The thickness of the effective dead layers decreases accordingly, 
and the magnetism of the films is strengthened. The conversion electron Mossbauer 
spectrum shown in figure 7(c) confirms that the interlayer coupling has obviously 
reduced the paramagnetic component of the Mdssbauer spectrum. 

4. Conclusions 

The magnetic properties of (FeSi)Pd multilayered films have been studied in detail. 
An obvious enhancement of magnetization has been observed when the Pd layers are 
thick This is caused by the polarization of Pd atoms. The strength of polarization is 
temperature dependent and independent of the thickness of magnetic layers. When 
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the thickness of the Pd layers decreases to a critical value, the polarization of Pd 
atoms is reduced and even disappears at a well defined thickness of Pd layers. On 
further decrease in the Pd layer thickness, an exchangecoupling effect between the 
magnetic layers appears. This causes the magnetism of films to strengthen again. 
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